
How we use your data 

 

EURORENTCAR SRL, from now on eurorentcar.net, a company which offers car rental services, based in Piazza Regina Margherita, 44bis, 20122 Castelvetrano (TP), informs users about 

their data protection policy, so that they can freely and voluntarily decide whether or not to give their consent to the collection of personal data made possible through the website 

www.eurorentcar.net. 

 

Eurorentcar.net notifies users of their own web page that access to it does not imply any obligation to collect their personal data, but that this is optional and is performed only in the contact 

and booking sections. 

 

Eurorentcar.net notifies users that by accepting this Privacy Policy their data will be added to a personal file created by and under responsibility of eurorentcar.net, for the following purposes: 

maintenance and management of the User’s contractual relationship with eurorentcar.net. With this aim, your data will be communicated to the same purpose to: 

(i) insurance companies and third parties involved in offering insurance services  

(ii) to the public administration for the processing and management of traffic violations and  

(iii) to the law enforcement and to the authorities, competent when the law requires it. 

 

Whether user makes a car reservation through third parties, the first provides the consent to the communication of the data supplied to the company with which the reservation was made, in 

order to contractually manage his data. 

 

According to this privacy policy, once contractual relationship will be concluded, the user guarantees the consent to the storage of all data collected by eurorentcar.net in order to offer him a 

better service for any future reports and to evaluate and terminate his contracts in case of major and repeated failures in compliance with previous contracts stipulated with eurorentcar.net. 

 

With the current privacy policy, the user sends his approval for sending business information related to our business of car rental, through email notification or other methods; the 

improvement of our Customer Service and the creation of service statistics, through satisfaction surveys or surveys conducted by telephone from eurorentcar.net; in addition, the User gives 

his consent to the disclosure of his comments regarding the service on the web page of eurorentcar.net. 

 

If you wish to subscribe to the Newsletter, your personal data will be processed for: the sending of commercial information related to the activity of car rental conducted by eurorentcar.net, by 

e-mail notification or other methods; if you wish to work with us, your data will be processed for take you into consideration in our current and future selection processes. In addition, your data 

may be disclosed for the same reasons as above to the companies of the Eurorentcar, namely: EURORENTCAR SRL. 

If you wish to contact eurorentcar.net by email address provided, your details will be processed in order to manage your request or request. 

The data collected through the sections above will be kept secret and managed confidentially. They will also be included in a personal data file, the person responsible for which will be 

eurorentcar.net. 

 

Apart from the cases expressly indicated, the answers to the questions regarding personal data will be mandatory. The non-response of the user or the non-truthfulness of the data provided 

by the users could make it impossible to provide the car rental service by eurorentcar.net. 

 

Pursuant to Legislative Decree 30 June 2003, n. 196, eurorentcar.net manages data in a confidential manner and for the sole purpose of management and promotion for its customers, 

according to the activities; appropriate to a company of this nature. 

 

Moreover, eurorentcar.net erases data in cases where these are inaccurate, incomplete or no longer relevant; necessary or relevant for the purpose for which they were collected. 

The user can revoke his consent to the sending of commercial information, in addition to exercising his right to access, correction, deletion or opposition by sending an email 

to info@eurorentcar.net. 


